We consider a variant expression to regularize the Euler product representation of the zeta functions, where we mainly apply to that of the Riemann zeta function in this paper. The regularization itself is identical to that of the zeta function of the summation expression, but the non-use of the Möebius function enable us to confirm a finite behavior of residual terms which means an absence of zeros except for the critical line. Same technique can be applied to the L-function associated to the elliptic curve, and we can deal with the Taylor expansion at the pole in critical strip which is deeply related to the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture.
Introduction
In the situation that the regularization by way of the Riemann zeta function have been successful with some physical applications, we proposed a regularization technique [1] and applied that to the Euler product of zeta functions. The definition of the Riemann zeta function is
for ℜz > 1, where the right hand side is the Euler product representation and p n is the n-th prime number.
In another way the Euler product representation was used for getting formulae related with prime number products, for example,
. This formula does, of course, make sense under a regularization procedure and the regularized zeta function would be utilized at that time. In these streams, an exponential expression of a part of the Euler product can be described by using Möebius function in the definition of the Artin-Hasse exponential [5] such as
where
The regularized zeta function is well defined even in the critical strip 0 < ℜz < 1, we adopt a notation such asζ(z) for the regularized functions not to confuse with ones for ℜz > 1. For example, the zeta function by the definition using an alternating summation,
is well regularized in the critical strip, where we useζ(z) notation. Hereafter we are only interested in the region ℜz ≥ . In order to get the regularized expression of the Euler product for the Riemann zeta function, we consider a variant expression not using Möebius function but the prime numbers in section 2. We also deal with the method of the dipole cancellation limit developed in the previous work [1] for the same expression in section 2. Same technique for regularized expression can be applied to the Euler product for the L-function associated to the elliptic curve, and we can deal with the Taylor expansion at the pole in critical strip which is deeply related to the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer (BSD) conjecture. So in §3 we discuss the BSD conjecture and concluding remarks.
Regularization for the Euler product representation
As is stated in the previous section, the Riemann zeta function is expressed in the Euler product representation for ℜz > 1,
We can transform the equation to followings by taking logarithms of both hand sides:
where we have used P (z) = , we easily recognize that each term after the second converges in Eq.(6). Moreover, it can be shown that the infinite sums after the forth term converges by ceiling the value of the formula
Thus we express only the first term P (z) as the term for a regularization using the zeta function and prime numbers. The expression for P (z) for ℜz > 1 can be got by adding or subtracting a term of
performed at the same time that the analytic continuation of ζ(z) to the region ℜz < 1 to hold the equation (8) above. In order to see the situation, we introducê
= lim
where ζ n (z) = n k=1 1 k z and P n (z) = n k=1 1 p k z , and we define R n (z) ≡ log ζ n (z) − P n (z), which is finite even in the limit of n → ∞. We will show the finiteness ofP (z) for
= log n
In the last line, as lim
we can conclude
After all for 1 2 < ℜz < 1,P (z) is finite, soζ(z) = −e {P (z)+R(z)} cannot vanish in this strip, which means that the regularized Riemann zeta function does not take zeros for the critical strip. The negative sign yields from the fact that the zeta functionζ(z) has the pole of order one at z = 1, the relationζ(z) ∼ eP (z) changes a sign for ℜz < 1.
From now on we regularize P (z) by the method of the dipole cancellation limit. The dipole equation for P n (z) is
where α k (z) is a ratio of the internal division for the value of k-th term P k (z). We can find the solution given by
and the expression α k (z) = −P k (z)p z k+1 is satisfied with Eq.(17). Thus the regularizedP (z) isP
where as you will see thatP (z) is same as one in Eq.(16). As the regularized value by the method of the dipole cancellation limit is finite, thisP (z) gives the expression of the limit of n → ∞ for e {Pn(z)+Rn(z)} = ζ n (z), and the Riemann hypothesis is satisfied again. As we have seen in this section, the method of the dipole cancellation limit can be applicable even to the complicated function and remove the leading divergence easily.
Discussion and conclusion
For an elliptic curve, we can estimate N(A) the number of rational points on the curve smaller than the height A. Thus, the fact E(Q) ≃ Z r ⊕ T for a finite group leads to
where C is some positive constant. The Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture [6] [7] claimes that the existence of an asymptotic expression
where C ′ is a constant related to C, and that the L-function L(E, z) has the order r-th zero at z = 1 even when E(Q) is the infinite group. The BSD conjecture demands that L(E, z) should be continued into the left side beyond ℜz = .
where ∆ is the discriminant of the elliptic curve and a p is related to p and the elliptic curve. The regularization stated in the previous section, namely, the regularization of the Euler product representation for the Riemann zeta function can be applicable to the L-functions or generalized Euler product. Specially when we apply it to the L-function associated to the elliptic curve, (in which the Riemann hypothesis holds [2] ,) the BSD conjecture can be taken into account. When we take the latest result by Gross and Zagier [8] 
L(E, 1) = 0 follows by the regularization of the Euler product and L ′ (E, 1) = 0 is satisfied by the generalized Riemann hypothesis even if L(E, 1) = 0, which means the BSD conjecture is demonstrated.
